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No matter whether you react or not, you can’t stop the power of the calamity!

Many gods have tried their best to use all their unique skills.

But the robbery directly penetrates, no matter what shield or attack is in front of
you, I will break it with one sword.

…

For a moment.

There were more than 100 corpses on the ground.

Still gods!

Death is horrific…

For dozens of seconds before and after, the Apocalypse Empire has lost two
hundred gods…
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At this time, all the gods of the Apocalypse Empire reacted.

All of them were angry and rushed towards Levi Garrison regardless of their
health.

The rest of the people were stunned and frightened.

However, those powerhouses who were close to gods or had the potential to
become gods also responded one by one.

Those who reacted all killed towards Levi Garrison.

Divine Tribulation at the moment is also excited!

It seems to be the same as its name!

Its appearance is the catastrophe of the gods!

As is the case now, this catastrophe has come.
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All gods are going to die.

“laugh!!!”

Divine Tribulation passes through at extreme speed.

“boom!”

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

A series of seventeen gods suddenly burst into a blood hole.

It turned out to be pierced by a sword.

Seventeen gods fell at once!

Shocked!

This scene is too shocking!

Kill crazy! ! !

Under the control of Levi Garrison, Shen Jie continued to shuttle.

Strange curves were drawn, and the blood lines were actually strung together.

“Pfft!”

“Pfft!”

…

The gods on the curve were all pierced one by one.

Sometimes it is to pierce seven or eight holes at a time, or ten!

“Block! Block!”

The gods of the Apocalypse Empire are in a hurry.

Shouted hastily.

They did everything they could to block the calamity.



Even more than 20 gods stood together and concentrated everyone’s power to
block the calamity.

This time, the calamity did not go through so smoothly.

It was blocked.

Just when everyone thought it worked, and smiled.

Suddenly, the light above the divine calamity flourished.

“Boom…”

Terrible sword energy overflows.

Boom to the group of gods ahead…

“Pfft!”

“Pfft!”

“Pfft!”

…

Everyone was bombarded with dense blood holes.

After a scream, more than twenty gods all fell to the ground.

Sore all over…

Next, dozens of gods wanted to stop the robbery directly.

But the divine robbery sword light exploded directly.

Dozens of gods were bombed to death…

Divine Tribulation is too terrifying.

See who kills who.

It is completely the same as the catastrophe of the gods.

Unstoppable at all.

In just a short time, four or five hundred gods have fallen.



This is too scary.

Most of the gods who rushed to kill Levi Garrison were from above, but some
calmly saw the number of corpses on the ground, and they were scared and
numb.

This is so f*cking scary! ! !

However, at this time, seven or eight gods rushed to Levi Garrison from various
angles.

They have already seen the hope of killing Levi Garrison.

There was a wild smile on everyone’s face.

As if they were about to win.

If they kill Levi Garrison, they will win.

Seeing seven or eight gods coming, Levi Garrison stood still.

It’s like being frightened.

It was just a bloodthirsty smile on the corner of Levi Garrison’s mouth!

“laugh!”

…

Just when a god approached Levi Garrison and was about to kill him, suddenly a
calamity in the distance tore apart the space and appeared in front of Levi
Garrison.

This speed is too fast, it can be called an instant transfer.

Divine robbery slid across the god’s neck.

A thin bloodstain appeared on the neck.

Immediately, the god exploded into a cloud of blood!

“laugh!”

Shen Jie quickly circled around Levi Garrison again.

A cloud of blood exploded.

The rest of the gods were all killed.



After killing the nearby gods in an instant, Shen Jie then appeared thousands of
meters away and continued to bombard the group of gods.

The speed is fast, it seems that Levi Garrison has never been here at all.

This is the calamity! ! !

kill!

The catastrophe of the gods is coming!

Unstoppable!

Not even the gods!

…

Divine disaster is coming.
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No matter how powerful the gods are, they can’t stop the calamity in the
slightest.

In the event of a calamity, the end is death!

Fewer and fewer gods were standing, and more and more corpses were standing.

There are almost only three hundred gods left.

More than 600 gods were beheaded.

However, it was only a minute before and after.

The rest of the countless powerhouses in the Tianqi Empire were all attacking
Levi Garrison.

The rest of the Apocalypse Empire reacted one by one.

But after reacting, and looking at the field again, there is not much left of the
gods.
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The fallen gods seemed to be over five hundred.
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With Levi Garrison as the center, there are corpses everywhere.

Still divine!

Shocked!

So shocking!

Scared again!

Everyone in the Apocalypse Empire stood there like walking dead.

“kill!”

A cold glow appeared in Levi Garrison’s eyes.

The brighter the divine robbery sword glow, the more terrifying the sword
energy.

Faster and more penetrating.

This is a disaster for the gods.

The faster they fall.

It might have taken thirty seconds before they all fell.

As a result, this time, less than ten seconds.

The remaining three hundred gods were all beheaded.

“Pfft!”

As the head of the last god flew out, they all fell.

Apocalypse Empire Apocalypse Calendar for seven years.

A total of 937 gods were all beheaded.

But Levi Garrison has not stopped, he is still continuing…

Divine Tribulation aimed at the strong group of the Apocalypse Empire for
indiscriminate bombardment.

Don’t look at the tens of thousands of strong people.



But they are not gods, they are just potential gods or those who are close to
gods.

Far from being as terrifying as the gods.

Therefore, the calamity is even more unstoppable.

kill!

Kill all the way!

Rivers of blood, mountains of bones.

This is definitely the biggest disaster in the history of Apocalypse City.

Killed by a sword to such an extent.

Miserable time!

It was also the most humiliating moment in Tianqi City!

…

one hundred!

one thousand!

Three thousand!

Five thousand!

Ten thousand!

…

More and more people are falling!

The god Levi Garrison has all been beheaded!

All the potential gods have been killed!

I want to kill you until the Apocalypse Empire is insulated from the gods.

Let you pee your pants when you hear the word “God” in the future.

This is what Levi Garrison will do! ! !



All 12,738 potential gods were wiped out by Levi Garrison! ! !

so horrible!

The Dark Doctor and the Brain of God are going crazy!

It turned out that when they followed the Gods Lab, they felt that what they
were doing was crazy, which made them very excited.

But only today did they know what madness is?

What a thrill!

This is the craziest thing they’ve ever done!

The gods and god potentials have all been killed.

But there are hundreds of thousands of other powerhouses in Tianqi City who are
ready to go.

At this moment, they all pressed towards Levi Garrison.

They are ready to fight to the end.

Not at all willing to make any moves to back down.

“Kill kill kill!!!”

But against them.

Levi Garrison was happy.

“I’m not going to kill you today! Go away!”

Levi Garrison snorted.

There was a breath all over him.

This breath instantly enveloped the hundreds of thousands of people.

It was as if all the 100,000 mountains were pressing on them.

“Pfft!”

“Pfft!”

“Pfft!”



…

All these hundreds of thousands of strong men couldn’t bear the pressure, and
they fell to the ground one by one, prostrate in front of Levi Garrison.

Hundreds of thousands of people knelt down in front of Levi Garrison.

Everything is so shocking!

How could they stop Levi Garrison’s power?

Levi Garrison is like the sky!

Killing them was a snap, probably easier than stepping on ants.

Levi Garrison is only here to kill the gods and the potential gods.

He doesn’t kill others!

So let him all kneel down, not to provoke him.

Hundreds of thousands of people seemed to have their legs welded to the
ground, unable to move at all.

They can only accept their fate…

“Buzzing…”

Divine Tribulation made a trembling sound, suspended in front of Emperor Tianqi
III.

He was scared to pee his pants.

The whole person also woke up.

I have to face the facts in front of me…

More than 900 gods were all beheaded!

Tens of thousands of potential gods have all been wiped out!

Done!x
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